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Algorithm: Black was the landing site for many MxO players interested in ARG’s. 

Catzi Radio provided audio enjoyment for all of Mega City. 

Fan site support has always been a big part of any MMORPG community. THE MATRIX ONLINE was lucky to have 
several very dedicated fan sites over the years. We’d like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and salute some of 
those sites. Thank you to everyone who took any part in keeping the fan sites running, whether it was as an adminis-
trator, designer, web master, contributor, or member. 

MxO FAN SITES 
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Archival Science was an awesome source for centralized MxO live event information. 

MxO JeuxOnline was the French players’ portal to the MxO world. 
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MxO Archive provided a ton of information on anything and everything MxO related. 

MxO Statistics & Analyses provided tons of information to players! 
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MxO Mainframe a source for guides, event information, and more! 

 MxO Rumbaar was a site that many frequented for a vast variety of information. 
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MxO Space 

MxO Story gave viewers an inside look at the entire MxO story. 
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TheMatrixOnline.de provided the German player’s a localized MxO fansite. 

 MxO on MySpace provided a fantastic starting point for many! 
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The Loading Area provided players with a fantastic interactive information site. 

 Here’s another screenshot of the great artwork from The Loading Area. 
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 MxO.it was the Italian landing page for many MxO fans in Italy. 
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MxO players singing 1999 by Prince during Live Band 
Karaoke at the party following the Community Address 

From June 25th to June 28th 2009, Sony Online Entertainment held its yearly Fan Faire event in Las Vegas, Nevada.  On Friday the 
26th, the MxO players that attended Fan Faire were invited to an MxO Player gathering.  They met in a conference room with SOE 
staff that had worked on THE MATRIX ONLINE with development, community relations, and customer service.  (Walrus, Greeblen, 
Raijinn, Virrago, and Moonlite.) 
 
After lunch and some discussion, Greeblen handed out some goodie bags to our MxO friends which included some fun and seem-
ingly random items that referenced THE MATRIX ONLINE and the movies, as well as a custom Thank You postcard (the silly string 
was just for fun though).   
 
Later, everyone posed for a group photo, which also turned out to be an ambush for Raijinn (he’d left the room for a few moments 
and a plan was put in place for his return).  During the photo shoot, the silly string was deployed and, well, Raijinn got covered in the 
foul smelling green stuff, but was an excellent sport about it. 
 
At the end of the gathering, the group went to the SOE Green Screen 
booth in the Crossroads area and posed for another group photo, this time 
with the postcard image in the background. 

MxO PLAYER GATHERING 2009 
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